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 remained Benedictine monasteries of the old type, being with
few exceptions independent of one another and at the same
time subject to diocesan authority. In fact, besides the
king, it was the bishops who played the leading part in
directing the movement. Cluny and its dependent houses
were isolated, a separate organisation. In Lorraine there
was equal fervour for reform but no isolation; the monas-
teries were closely associated with the bishops and so with
the general organisation of the Church.
This movement in Lorraine influenced other parts of the
Church as well. Both in the tenth and in the eleventh
centuries it spread not only east into Germany, but also
north into Flanders and west into Normandy. The dukes
of Normandy were ardent promoters of Church reform and
especially of monasticism; they built monasteries, and gave
monks, as they were to do in England later, a leading part
in the life of their Church. Here, too, influences from Cluny
mingled with the original impulse from Lorraine; when
Lanfranc gave new constitutions to his cathedral monastery
at Canterbury it was on the Customs of Cluny that he based
them. In England, Dunstan had already in the tenth
century led the way in monastic reform, and here again the
continental examples were doubtless his model.1 Monas-^
ticism played a special part in England, since some of its
cathedrals were served by Benedictine monks and not by
secular canons, a peculiarity which was even extended after
the Conquest. So monasticism had come to take a great
part in the life of the Church, but now two types must be
distinguished: the one, Cluniac, a separate branch of the
Church, as it were ; the other, reformed Benedictine, a part
of the normal organisation of the Church.
The reform of the rest of the Church lagged behind that
of the monasteries, though ultimately it was more important
and more permanent. In the tenth century little progress
was made, though in some areas there was improvement,
especially where the lay power favoured it* A ruler like
Otto I was naturally anxious to see order and decency prevail
in the Church, though his policy otherwise handicapped the
* When in exile, he had stayed at St, Peter's, Ghent, one of the Flemisij
abbeys reformed by the Lothrtngian Gerar4 of Brogue,

